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Fiedka the Firmware Editor

https://fiedka.app/

Features
analyze firmware images
visualize flash usage
explore file systems

▶ UEFI
▶ PSP (AMD)
▶ CBFS (coreboot)

remove UEFI files
embed LinuxBoot
SBoM, SWID?
create annotations?
export meta data?
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Firmware Supply Chain Security



Timeline

2011
NIST: SP800‑155 BIOS Integrity Measurement Guidelines (Draft)

[…] intended to facilitate the development of products that can
detect problems with the BIOS […]

2021
TCG: PC Client Platform

FIM ‑ Firmware Integrity Measurement
RIM ‑ Reference Integrity Manifest

Executive Order 14028 on Improving the Nation’s Cybersecurity
includes a lengthy definition of SBOM
Buyers can use an SBOM to perform vulnerability or license anal‑
ysis, both of which can be used to evaluate risk in a product.

Posted on May 12, 2021

https://csrc.nist.gov/publications/detail/sp/800-155/draft
https://trustedcomputinggroup.org/work-groups/pc-client/
https://www.whitehouse.gov/briefing-room/presidential-actions/2021/05/12/executive-order-on-improving-the-nations-cybersecurity/
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A Host of CVEs

https://binarly.io/advisories

First post: July 15, 2021

https://binarly.io/advisories


Software Bill of Materials (SBOM)
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Software Identification (SWID)

https://github.com/veraison/swid
The swid package provides a golang API for manipulating Soft‑
ware Identification (SWID) Tags as described by ISO/IEC 19770‑
2:2015, NISTIR‑8060, as well as by their “concise” counterpart
CoSWID.

NISTIR 8060 Guidelines for the Creation of Interoperable Software
Identification (SWID) Tags

http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.IR.8060

ISO/IEC 19770‑2:2015 (not open/public, because ISO)

https://www.iso.org/standard/65666.html

https://github.com/veraison/swid
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2016/NIST.IR.8060.pdf
https://nvlpubs.nist.gov/nistpubs/ir/2016/NIST.IR.8060.pdf
http://dx.doi.org/10.6028/NIST.IR.8060
https://www.iso.org/standard/65666.html
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Auditability?

We only have a list oft names ‑ claimed ingredients.
Imagine nutrition facts, but no lab verifying them.
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Attestation



Attestation



Platform System Interface

Goal: Derive a specification, summarizing firmware projects, their boot
flows, how they interact as a platformwith the actual operating system.

How: Extract features, compare approaches, reevaluate, improve.

Example: Auditable Firmware Implementation

https://github.com/platform‑system‑interface/psi‑spec/issues/4
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OWASP Firmware Security Testing Methodology

1. Information gathering and reconnaissance
2. Obtaining firmware
3. Analyzing firmware
4. Extracting the filesystem
5. Analyzing filesystem contents
6. Emulating firmware
7. Dynamic analysis
8. Runtime analysis
9. Binary Exploitation

https://scriptingxss.gitbook.io/firmware‑security‑testing‑
methodology/

https://scriptingxss.gitbook.io/firmware-security-testing-methodology/
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Annotation Workflows



Ghidra

Right click ‑> Comment ‑> EOL Comment ‑> Type ‑> Apply…



Fiedka

Click on notepad button and type!



Data

Why data?
enrich analysis, exchange, gain insight
feed back into tooling, e.g., Binarly integrated in LVFS
back claims, e.g., regarding security and financial risks
data drives business decisions

Remember Sigsum, transparency logs? That’s data.

Previous Work
Mimoja’s Firmware Toolkit for unpacking and analyzing firmware
images
https://github.com/mimoja/mft

fetchers for obtaining lots of images
analyzers for different vendors

https://sigsum.org
https://github.com/mimoja/mft
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Mimoja’s Firmware Toolkit (MFT)
Used in Fiedka prototype (utk‑web) ‑ help wanted with reintegration!



Call to Action

Let’s collect data, build up a knowledge base, and see what we can
derive from it!

Tracking Issue
https://github.com/fiedka/fiedka/issues/69
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